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“Initially, I didn’t plan on doing anything with my writing. 
I wrote short stories because I personally enjoyed 
creating them, I followed my passion for writing and 

everything else fell into place.”



Jessica A. Robinson
Jessica A. Robinson has always had an a�nity for reading and 
creatively expressing herself through written word. 
Imaginative thoughts soon found a home in personal 
journals. Journal entries soon became short 
stories. Short stories gave birth to her �rst 
novel. This evolution, which started with 
creative expression quickly, became her 
passion.

“Initially, I didn’t plan on doing 
anything with my writing. I wrote 
short stories because I personally 
enjoyed creating them, I followed my 
passion for writing and everything else 
fell into place.”

Jessica feels blessed that something that she 
loves doing has become a craft she can share 
with the world. Her �rst novel, Holy Seduction, 
was released in 2009 by Peace in the Storm 
Publishing. With the wind beneath her wings 
from her debut novel, she penned her second, 
Pretty Skeletons, which was released the following 
year. Holy Revenge her third novel was the sequel 
to Holy Seduction. Her forthcoming novel Holy 
Deception is the trilogy in the Holy series and 
brings back the characters that you love to hate. 

This gifted writer is obedient to her calling of 
creating stories and situations that readers can relate 
to. Since the publication of her debut novel, Jessica 
has won several literary awards and has been features 
on Black Expressions Top 100 Bestseller List. Jessica is 
currently working on �nishing a few other literary 
projects. 

Passions run deep in this young author. Jessica is a 
Registered Nurse, and is following her dream of providing 
care and comfort to patients in the Youngstown, Ohio area 
while pursuing a Bachelor’s Degree in Nursing from Kent 
State University.



Jessica A. Robinson

Twitter: jarlifestyle
Instagram: jarlifestyle

Facebook Author Page:
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Author-Jessica-A-Robinson/10150095871075514

Interviews
Feature Interview with SORMAG: 

http://sormag.blogspot.com/2009/03/featured-author-jessica-robinson.html


